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The revenue and profit numbers included in this presentation are shown in round millions. Margins are calculated using unrounded numbers



Strong cashflow plus decisive restructuring actions
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Highlights
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Group

▪ The Group made an adjusted1 operating profit of £56 million in the Period. The statutory operating loss was £581 million; of the

£637 million adjusting items, only £99 million are cash related

▪ Trading over the summer months has been at the higher end of the Board’s expectations, particularly in automotive and key Nortek

markets

▪ Cash generation has been strong in the Period with £213 million of adjusted1 free cash flow2

▪ In addition to the significant working capital inflow in H1, the Group expects a further c.£300 million of efficiency improvements in

working capital to be delivered

▪ Net debt1 has been reduced by £93 million3 and the committed bank facility headroom has increased to nearly £1.2 billion at 30

June 2020 excluding the c.£300 million of cash in hand

▪ Improved banking terms have been unanimously agreed with the Melrose lending bank syndicate, giving the flexibility if required

over the medium-term to continue to improve the businesses

▪ Restructuring projects are well underway that will improve the Group’s trading performance by over £100 million next year. More

cost saving projects are to come and there are substantial margin improvement opportunities across the GKN businesses

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Adjusted free cash flow in the Period excludes restructuring and cash used in discontinued operations

3. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

Continuing operations

Adjusted1 results Statutory results

2020

£m

2019

£m

2020

£m

2019

£m

Revenue 4,359 5,875 4,121 5,573

Operating profit/(loss) 56 541 (581) 8

Profit/(loss) after tax (32) 332 (560) (131)

Diluted earnings per share (0.7)p 6.8p (11.5)p (2.8)p
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Highlights, continued

Justin Dowley, Chairman of Melrose Industries PLC, today said:

“These are extraordinary times which we have addressed with rigorous cash management and decisive restructuring actions; recently,

and encouragingly, we have started to see trading improving in some key end markets. Crucially, we own good businesses with

significant improvement opportunities and have an experienced management team with an excellent track record. We have delivered

good returns in tough times before and as we continue to make the strategic changes needed to position our businesses within their

changed market environments, we are confident of doing so again.”

▪ Investment in ground-breaking, energy efficient technology has been maintained, including electric and hydrogen powered aircraft

technology; eDrive automotive systems; advanced 3D printing capabilities; and Nortek Air Management’s revolutionary StatePoint

Technology®

▪ Whilst the Melrose Board understands the importance of dividends to shareholders and is encouraged by the strong cash

performance, it does not consider it appropriate to pay an interim dividend to shareholders this year

Divisions

▪ A substantial reduction of the Aerospace cost structure is underway, to significantly improve the business performance in 2021

without relying on sales growth. Sales in Aerospace reduced by 18% in the Period3; however, Defence, which equates to around a

third of the business, continued to grow

▪ There are a number of encouraging signs of recovery in Automotive and Powder Metallurgy with recent trading in China ahead of

last year; North America is also improving quickly and there are some positive signs in Europe, although the full speed and shape

of improvements still remains uncertain. Automotive and Powder Metallurgy sales were down 36% in the Period3

▪ Nortek Air Management is trading well; its performance has been less impacted by COVID-19 and sales in July and August were

up 13% on last year3. New business wins are proving to be significant and are both enhancing the quality of the business and

giving a strong order book into next year

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Adjusted free cash flow in the Period excludes restructuring and cash used in discontinued operations

3. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results
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We have generated significant value in tough 

times before

Melrose track record
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Melrose: a successful track record in tough and good times
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FKI: Successfully managed in a downturn

4.3 ppts

23%

$100m+ 

revenue2

Nortek Air Management: Strong performance 

improvement
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Margin Revenue

-23%

+2%

+10%

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Revenue for full year 2020

0
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At acquisition 2019

➢ In the 2008/09 downturn, despite a 23% sales drop, a 
c.2.6x return on equity was achieved on FKI

➢ Decisive management actions corrected the previous 
underperformance in FKI

➢ As revenues returned, strong cost discipline 
enhanced margin growth

➢ Increase in adjusted1 operating margin 
since acquisition

➢ Adjusted1 profit increase CAGR since 
acquisition

➢ Innovative investment in new 
StatePoint Technology® succeeding

FKI: Revenue and margin 2008-2011 Nortek Air Management: Strong profit growth
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Melrose: GKN has strong value potential
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Margin targets

➢ Aerospace (revised) – to allow for 

new market dynamics

➢ Automotive (unchanged) –

achievable on lower sales than 

previously planned

➢ Powder Metallurgy (unchanged) –

achievable on lower sales than 

previously planned

14%

10%

10%

Actions needed to achieve targets

▪ Further efficiency savings

▪ Some market recovery 

▪ Consistent with GKN

Investor Day

Another 2% 

to 3% of total 

cost base1

Only partially 

back to 2019 

levels

Updated for 

new volumes & 

opportunities

1. Total cost base at date of acquisition (cost of sales plus net operating expenses)
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Melrose: GKN has strong value potential
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Melrose track record on acquisitions

Efficiency savings achieved over Melrose ownership

6%

7%

10%

FKI Nortek
(so far)

Elster

c.5% 

target 

savings

c.7% 

achieved 

savings

Swift reaction to COVID-19

→ achieving planned savings faster

▪ Total cost savings for 2020 on 

track (mostly volume related)

→ Split of cost savings

▪ Extra net savings announced for 

2021 (not volume related)

▪ Total efficiency savings achieved

or announced so far in GKN

>£1.5bn

approaching

20%

Material 
68%

Labour
21%

Other 
11%

>£100m

c.2.5% of 

total cost 

base1

▪ Average of all previous

transactions 

▪ Deal by deal track record

▪ Total GKN requirement

(half already underway)

1. Total cost base at date of acquisition (cost of sales plus net operating expenses)
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Behind the headline numbers, much is being achieved

The results
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Reconciliation between statutory and adjusted1 results
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Statutory results

▪ The IFRS measure of results includes certain items which are significant in

size or volatility or by nature are non-trading or non-recurring, or are items

released to the Income Statement that were previously a fair value item

booked on an acquisition

Adjusted1 results

▪ The Melrose Board considers the adjusted results to be an important

measure to monitor how the businesses are performing because they

achieve consistency and comparability when all businesses are held for the

complete reporting periods

Restructuring costs

£m

Income 

Statement 

charge

Cash 

spent in 

period

Aerospace 43 20

Automotive 25 55

Powder Metallurgy 23 9

Nortek Air Management 2 1

Other Industrial 4 8

Corporate 2 2

Total 99 95

Continuing operations £m

Statutory revenue 4,121

Share of equity accounted investments 238

Adjusted1 revenue 4,359

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

Continuing operations

£m Total

Cash 

spent in 

H1 2020

Statutory operating loss (581)

Amortisation of intangible assets acquired in business combinations 263 -

Asset write downs, mainly in Aerospace, due to COVID-19 179 -

Restructuring costs 99 95

Exchange movements not hedge accounted 89 -

Other 7 4

Adjustments to statutory operating loss 637 99

Adjusted1 operating profit 56
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Cash generation in the period: very strong
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Cash flow from continuing operations

£m

Group

2020

Adjusted EBITDA1 287

Lease obligation payments (38)

Positive non-cash impact from loss-making contracts (31)

Reduction in working capital 251

Adjusted operating cash flow (pre-capex)2 469

Net capital expenditure (174)

Net interest and tax paid (73)

Defined benefit pension contributions – ongoing contributions (43)

Dividend income from equity accounted investments 27

Trading net other 7

Adjusted free cash flow2 213

Restructuring (95)

Free cash flow2 118

Reconciliation of net debt2

£m

Group

2020

Net debt2 brought forward (3,283)

Net cash flow from disposals and acquisition related activities3 (25)

Free cash inflow in the period 118

Foreign exchange and other (209)

Net debt2 at 30 June 2020 (3,399)

Free cash flow Reconciliation of opening to closing net debt2

1. Calculated excluding EBITDA from equity accounted investments

2. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

3. Comprised of consideration for the acquisition of FORECAST 3D, purchase of investments and other acquisition and disposal related cash flows

▪ Adjusted free cash flow2 from continuing operations of £213 million; ahead of expectations despite difficult trading environment

▪ Exceeded target of cash neutrality at the half year, reducing net debt by £93 million after all costs at constant currency. Adverse 

currency movement of c.£200 million

▪ Net debt2 of £3,399 million at closing exchange rates of US $1.24 and €1.10
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Cash management: robust cash generation actions
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Cash flow from continuing operations

£m Q1 2020 Q2 2020 H1 2020 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 H1 2019

Working capital1 inflow/(outflow) (183) 434 251 (198) 139 (59)

Net capital expenditure1 116 58 174 105 126 231

Capital expenditure to depreciation ratio2 1.0x 0.6x 0.8x 0.9x 1.4x 1.1x

Free cash flow in H1

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Calculated using net capital expenditure and depreciation for owned assets only

▪ Significant reduction in working capital of £434 million achieved in Q2. Further opportunities to improve working capital by c.£300 

million to help fund future growth when markets start to recover

▪ Capital expenditure to depreciation ratio2 reduced to 0.6x depreciation in Q2 to preserve cash

▪ Restructuring spend in 2020 will be over £200 million

0

100

200

300

400

500

Q2 cash generated from working capital
reduction

Q2 capital expenditure

2019 2020

c.£300 million of 

further working 

capital efficiencies 

possible
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Segmental results: trading is improving post Q2 lockdowns
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Continuing operations

£m Revenue

Operating 

profit/(loss)

Operating 

margin

Aerospace 1,580 54 3.4%

Automotive 1,541 (64) (4.2%)

Powder Metallurgy 396 (3) (0.8%)

Nortek Air Management 550 71 12.9%

Other Industrial 292 18 6.2%

Central - (20) -

Total 4,359 56 1.3%

Adjusted1 results

▪ Group sales in July/August 18% down versus last year compared to 43% down in Q2, and September month expected to improve 

further

▪ Aerospace market significantly impacted by COVID-19. Sales reductions are not expected to recover in the short-term

▪ Automotive and Powder Metallurgy sales decreased substantially in the second quarter with many production facilities closed, however 

promising early signs of market recovery in H2 with all factories now reopened. Trading over the summer has been at the higher end of 

expectations in North America and China

▪ Three main GKN businesses undertaking significant cost reduction plans to realign to future demand

▪ Nortek Air Management continues to benefit from its cutting edge sustainable StatePoint Technology® to reduce energy and water 

consumption in data centres. First half sales reductions of only 7% despite a difficult trading environment

▪ Brush benefitting from previously completed significant restructuring projects, Ergotron seeing strong demand for its health sector 

products

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

Continuing operations

%

Q1 year on 

year growth2

Q2 year on 

year growth2

July/August 

year on year 

growth2

Aerospace - (36%) (36%)

Automotive (18%) (58%) (13%)

Powder Metallurgy (11%) (54%) (16%)

Nortek Air Management (1%) (13%) 13%

Other Industrial (16%) (24%) (2%)

Total (10%) (43%) (18%)

Sales vs last year
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Gives the flexibility if required over the medium-term

to improve the businesses

Improved banking terms and headroom
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New terms agreed with banking syndicate
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£m

31 December 

2020

30 June 

2021

31 December 

2021

30 June 

2022

31 December 

2022

30 June 

2023

Leverage1 Waived Waived 5.25x 4.75x 4.0x 3.5x

Interest cover 2.5x 3.0x 3.0x 3.25x 4.0x 4.0x

Increased Group committed facility headroom

▪ Strong cash management in the period increased the headroom on the committed banking facility to c.£1.175 billion, excluding over 

£300 million of cash in hand

▪ New banking terms unanimously agreed with the lending bank syndicate for the full length of the facilities

▪ These changes afford increased levels of headroom to allow for the uncertain trading environment today

▪ Waivers negotiated for EBITDA to net debt (leverage) covenant for December 2020 and June 2021 with full re-sets beyond June 

2021

▪ Sensible interest cover covenants negotiated to December 2022

▪ Returning to normal levels of covenants by 2023

Banking covenants for future periods

1. The leverage covenant is subject to downward adjustments upon certain material disposals
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Significant improvement underway

Business update
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Working Capital

Implemented COVID-19 response Structural actions
Further

opportunity

Inventory

• Rigorous review of likely customer demand

• Reduced buffer stock and order quantities

• Tight purchasing controls

• Implementing lean manufacturing to 

improve factory flow and quality

• Reducing supplier lead-time

• Aligning customer demand and supply 

chain cycles

+++

Receivables

• Enhanced focus on customer collections and 

early warning signs – zero tolerance on 

overdues

• Accelerated billing and focus on advances

• Early resolution of disputes

• Payment terms more embedded into 

commercial negotiations

• Collections rigour throughout year, 

sustained reduction in past dues

++

Payables

• Detailed review of all outgoing payments

• No early payments, no incremental creditor 

squeeze

• Alignment of terms to industry practice

• Consistent sustainable payment 

processes

• Reduced frequency of payment runs

+

Continued improvement in cash culture and discipline

Significant gains delivered with reduced H1 demand, focus now on embedding efficiencies 

Further £300 million efficiency improvement potential
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GKN Aerospace

18

36% of Melrose1

1. Based on adjusted 2020 revenue for all continuing businesses

1

2

Revenue by market

1 Civil (63%)

2 Defence (37%)

4 RoW (1%)

1

2

3

Revenue by destination

1 North America (64%)

2 Europe (31%)

3 Asia (4%)

4

1

2

Revenue by product type

1 Airframes (67%)

2 Engines (33%)

4 RoW (1%)
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Aerospace: highlights

Highlights

▪ Aerospace markets significantly impacted by COVID-19 since March 2020

‒ Civil businesses hit by lower OEM build rates and dramatically reduced flying hours

‒ Defence demand strong with H1 sales up 12% versus prior year

▪ Overall H1 sales down 18% - resulting from flat Q1 and 36% lower Q2 - demand not expected to recover in H2

▪ “One Aerospace” structure implemented on 1 January to better serve customers and generate efficiencies

▪ Further restructuring launched at pace to adapt the business in light of lower demand; headcount reductions already conducted and 

current programmes to be complete by Q1 2021

▪ Net impact of restructuring will reduce total headcount in proportion to demand.  Resulting cost structure will lead to improved

profitability in 2021 without relying on sales growth

▪ Investment in technology sustained, including immediate engineering improvements and longer-term advanced technologies for both 

electric and hydrogen powered aircraft

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

£m

2020

Adjusted1

results Growth2

Revenue 1,580 (18%)

EBITDA 134 (52%)

EBITDA margin % 8.5% -6.0 ppts

Operating profit 54 (73%)

Operating margin % 3.4% -6.7 ppts
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Aerospace: COVID-19 response restructuring

Approach

▪ Build on new “One Aerospace” 

organisation structure

▪ Rapid actions to align with 

lower demand

▪ Direct labour reduced with 

increased flexibility from temps

▪ Indirect and SG&A headcount 

lowered in line with sales drop

▪ Defence organisation sustained 

due to growth; R&D protected

▪ Voluntary redundancies where 

possible, compulsory as 

needed

▪ Actions conducted at pace, with 

all to be completed by Q1 2021

Country
FTEs at 

Jan 2020
Status

USA 5,450
• Direct headcount lowered rapidly in Q2 due to demand

• Indirect and overhead reorganisation underway

UK 4,000

• Consultation conducted on site by site basis

• Significant reductions to date, mostly voluntary redundancies 

• Previously announced Kings Norton closure on track

Netherlands 3,750

• Reductions announced with Central Works Council advice

• Voluntary redundancy started with wider reductions from 

September onwards

Sweden 2,150
• Reductions announced in cooperation with local unions

• To be implemented early Q1 2021, in line with Swedish law

China 1,250
• Rapid reduction started in Q2 and now largely completed

• Business now positioned to scale as needed in future

Norway 550
• Reductions announced in cooperation with local unions

• To be implemented early Q1 2021, in line with Norwegian law

Other 1,400
• Reductions already implemented in Turkey and Mexico

• India headcount will grow slightly due to EU/US offshoring

18,550
Consultations underway in all areas and planned global 

reductions on track to be completed by Q1 2021

Further cost reductions from structural actions and productivity gains
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Aerospace: operations and technology

Operational improvements

▪ New global operations structure implemented effective 1 January 2020

▪ Major lean manufacturing excellence programme commenced, albeit more focused on COVID-19-related issues in H1

▪ Sustained gains in quality and delivery despite challenging customer circumstances

▪ Structural improvements in working capital management with main focus on inventory reduction and supply chain

▪ Further progress on loss-making contracts

▪ Productivity improvements to follow as demand stabilises and new organisation gains further traction 

Technology developments

▪ Immediate focus on value engineering and component/weight reduction

▪ Development of major new conventional civil platform now unlikely, with efforts expected to refocus on long-term alternative power

▪ Well-placed to meet immediate opportunities and shape technology breakthroughs for more efficient and lower emissions aircraft:

‒ New innovative fan blade repair centre opened and operational in Malaysia

‒ Additive technologies being developed to transform production and component design

‒ Construction of new Global Technology Centre in Bristol, UK, completed with ‘Wing of Tomorrow’ tools in place to start work on 

next-generation of sustainable aircraft

‒ Continued leadership in engine technology including bio-fuels testing and next generation fighter jet engines

‒ Development efforts on all-electric aircraft and new thermoplastic components undergoing in-flight testing 

‒ Substantial research and development project into zero-emission hydrogen power systems

Pathway to 10% margins without full market recovery
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GKN Automotive

22

35% of Melrose1

1. Based on adjusted 2020 revenue for all continuing businesses

Revenue by product type

1

2

34

1 Driveline (71%)

3 eDrive (2%)

2 All Wheel Drive (25%)

4 Cylinder Liners (2%)

Revenue by destination

1

2

3

4

1 Europe (36%)

3 Asia (28%)

2 North America (33%)

4 RoW (3%)
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Automotive: highlights

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

£m

2020 

Adjusted1

results Growth2

Revenue 1,541 (37%)

EBITDA 44 (82%)

EBITDA margin % 2.9% -8.5 ppts

Operating loss (64) (136%)

Operating margin % (4.2%) -11.7 ppts

Highlights

▪ Significant disruption from COVID-19 in second quarter, leading to H1 sales decline of 37% versus prior year

‒ Extensive global factory closures from late March, mostly aligned with Auto OEMs

‒ All operations reopened by June, productivity protected even with partial plant closures

▪ Drop-through margins in first half at 27% with profit impact limited to contribution from lost sales

‒ Costs tightly controlled through combination of short-term levers and longer-term structural actions

‒ Accelerated global restructuring programme as a response to COVID-19; significant actions taken already and to be completed by 

year end

▪ Encouraging signs of recovery with sales in July and August only down 13% versus prior year; Q4 remains uncertain

▪ Structural cost reductions positioning the business to meet margin expectations without the need for a full market recovery

▪ eDrive investment continues and new programme launches remain on track; exciting commercial partnership with Delta Electronics Inc.

▪ Well-placed to expand margins short-term and benefit from long-term electrification trend
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Automotive: positive trajectory 

Ongoing active margin management

▪ Drop-through margins in first half at 27% with profit impact 

limited to contribution from lost sales

‒ Direct labour flexed and productivity sustained

‒ Overheads and indirect labour reduced significantly 

through short-term and longer-term structural actions

▪ Cost savings delivered from existing and new restructuring 

projects

‒ benefits of 2019 actions being realised

‒ completed three plant closures (Germany, South Korea 

and Australia)

‒ procurement savings ahead of plan (as a percentage of 

purchase prices)

‒ utilised short-time working and furlough schemes where 

appropriate

‒ extensive new restructuring launched in Q2, to be 

completed by year end

▪ Continuing to win attractive new business

▪ Project “Full Potential” on track and being accelerated into 

2021 with promising pipeline of future improvements

Early signs of market improvement

➢ Global business down 58% in Q2, down 13% in July/August

Pathway to 10% margins without full market recovery

Region % sales Comments

Europe 36%

• Factory closures from March, all reopened by 

June

• Vehicle sales broadly aligned with production 

YTD

• Tentative recovery underway

North 

America

33%

• Factory closures from April, all reopened by 

June

• Vehicle sales outstripped production 

significantly in Q2

• Current strong recovery, partly from 

restocking

Asia 

Pacific

16%
• Factory closures vary by country

• Weak market recovery to date

• Exit of low margin programmes

China 15%

• Factory closures throughout February, 

reopened in March

• Strong recovery from Q2 onwards, with 

favourable programme mix
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Automotive: advantaged long-term technology position

▪ Global leader in powertrain agnostic technology offering full driveline systems capabilities

▪ Benefitting from transition to electric mobility with increased content per vehicle

▪ Electric vehicle programme launches remain on track through COVID-19; working increasingly closely with leading global 

electric vehicle OEMs for BEV, PHEV and HEV platforms1

▪ Significant experience and continued progress on eDrive capabilities

‒ Over 1 million units shipped

‒ Delta Electronics Inc. commercial partnership to support 3-in-1 system development

‒ Standardising solutions and in-sourcing where advantageous

▪ R&D and related ramp-up investment retained through current crisis, and accelerating development of software capabilities

1. BEV – Battery Electric Vehicle; PHEV – Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle; HEV – Hybrid Electric Vehicle
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GKN Powder Metallurgy

26

9% of Melrose1

1. Based on adjusted 2020 revenue for all continuing businesses

Revenue by market type

1

2

3

1 Automotive (65%)

3 Hoeganaes Metal 

Powder (16%)

2 Industrial (19%)

Revenue by destination

1

2

3

4
1 North America (43%)

3 Asia (17%)

2 Europe (34%)

4 RoW (6%)
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Powder Metallurgy

▪ First half revenue down 32% due to COVID-19 impacts, initial signs of market recovery (similar to Automotive)

▪ Costs actively managed in response to the reduction in sales

‒ Immediate COVID-19 response actions substantially completed

‒ Significant headcount reduction in US due to lower sales and challenged margins

‒ Longer-term footprint consolidation plan accelerated alongside new targeted cost reduction plans

‒ Work continues on enhancing production flows and specific automation opportunities

▪ Very strong cash performance with significant reductions in working capital achieved

▪ Business being repositioned towards higher-margin precision components, utilising technology advantage and reducing reliance on 

larger structural automotive components

▪ FORECAST 3D, a leading plastic 3D printing company, acquired and supporting the growth in additive manufacturing technologies

£m

2020 

Adjusted1

results Growth2

Revenue 396 (32%)

EBITDA 33 (68%)

EBITDA margin % 8.3% -8.9 ppts

Operating loss (3) (106%)

Operating margin % (0.8%) -12.4 ppts

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

Pathway to 14% margins without full market recovery

Segment % sales Comments

Precision 50%
• Attractive margins with advantaged technology

• Growing sales and share

Structural 32%
• More commoditised products

• Exiting unattractive contracts

Powder 16%
• Produces powders for GKN and 3rd parties

• Capacity management and productivity critical

Additive 2%
• Innovative nascent market 

• Currently breakeven while building scale
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Nortek Air Management

28

13% of Melrose1

1. Based on adjusted 2020 revenue for all continuing businesses

1

2 3

1 North America (89%)

2 Europe (9%)

Revenue by destination

3 Asia (2%)

Revenue by market

1

2

1 Residential (59%)

2 Commercial (41%)

1

2

Revenue by business

1 HVAC (58%)

2 AQH (42%)
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Nortek Air Management: highlights 

Highlights

▪ Performing well with sales down only 7% in the first half, despite COVID-19 challenges

‒ Retail sales resilient due to strong home remodelling demand and successful new product launches

‒ Good order backlog for commercial projects, although COVID-19 impacting professional installation activities 

▪ Adjusted operating margin at 12.9%, sustained versus 2019 on lower volume and 4.3 ppts (50%) higher than at acquisition

‒ HVAC gross margin expansion from product mix and operational improvements 

‒ Tight cost control including targeted restructuring in business lines impacted by COVID-19

▪ Growing demand for Nortek’s new anti-microbial product ranges in order to protect homes/offices

▪ Successfully targeting the rapidly growing global data centre market with dedicated products and commercial focus

‒ Exciting and highly differentiated StatePoint Technology® improves energy and water usage

‒ Legacy HVAC products tailored for specific data centre application

▪ Positive momentum in H2 to date with July and August sales up 13% versus prior year

£m

2020 

Adjusted1

results Growth2

Revenue 550 (7%)

EBITDA 91 (5%)

EBITDA margin % 16.5% +0.3 ppts

Operating profit 71 (11%)

Operating margin % 12.9% -0.5 ppts

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results
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Nortek Air Management: end market overview

Segment
% H1 

sales
Products Market drivers (US) Channel dynamics Nortek position

Residential

59%

• Residential HVAC 

systems

• Manufactured home units

• Domestic range hoods, 

ventilation fans and 

indoor air quality units

• New house builds

• Home improvements 

and refurbishment

• Regulatory standards

• Consumer demand/ 

confidence

• Retail (largely DIY)

• Professional distribution

• Direct to installer

• Short order cycle

• #1 in US in range hoods 

and bath fans

• #1 in manufactured 

housing

• Revitalised product range

• Strong distribution 

network

Commercial

41%

• Air handlers

• Cleanroom systems

• Data centre specialist 

cooling solutions

• Energy recovery systems

• Packaged rooftop 

systems

• New commercial 

building construction

• Replacements

• Growing data centre 

market; cloud storage 

and computing needs

• Air quality standards

• Direct to customer/ 

contractor

• Dedicated sales 

representatives

• Typically long order cycle 

• Strong positions in North 

America commercial 

market

• Quality design support, 

working alongside 

customer

• Gaining good traction in 

growing global data 

centre market

▪ Cooling equipment market for global data centres is $3.6 billion growing by 12-15% CAGR1

▪ StatePoint Technology® advanced technology based on highly efficient evaporative liquid cooling approach

▪ Flagship global social media company customer secured and solutions installed; promising sales pipeline

▪ StatePoint Technology® sales from nil in H1 2019 to £39 million in H1 2020

Data Centres

1. Source: BCG analysis
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Other Industrial
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1
2

3
4

1 North America (64%)

3 Asia (12%)

2 Europe (20%)

4 RoW (4%)

Revenue by destinationRevenue by business

1

2

3

1 Security & Smart

Technology (37%)

2 Ergotron (36%)

3 Brush (27%)

7% of Melrose1

1. Based on adjusted 2020 revenue for all continuing businesses
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Other Industrial

£m

2020 

Adjusted1

results Growth2

Revenue 292 (21%)

EBITDA 25 (56%)

EBITDA margin % 8.6% -6.7 ppts

Operating profit 18 (63%)

Operating margin % 6.2% -6.8 ppts

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. Growth is calculated at constant currency against 2019 results

Brush

▪ Strong H1 order intake and promising order book for products and services

▪ Benefitting from significant restructuring activities previously completed to consolidate the business

▪ Enhanced focus on growing share in the profitable services market, albeit 2020 field activity constrained by COVID-19

Security & Smart Technology

▪ Security market remains challenging with sales down c.30% versus last year primarily due to COVID-19

▪ Operations restructured to reduce the impact of US tariffs

▪ Good progress on portfolio development with significant new product launch planned in late H2

Ergotron

▪ Strong performance in Healthcare segment partially mitigated decline in Office segment caused by COVID-19

▪ Operating margins higher than H1 2019, despite lower overall sales

▪ New products and active channel management gaining traction
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Pensions: despite COVID-19, deficits have reduced

34

▪ The UK defined benefit deficit of £398 million has reduced from £420 million at December 2019 despite a £253 million increase in

liabilities following impressive investment strategies

▪ The GKN UK defined benefit schemes are significantly better funded, aided by over £240 million of cash contributions from the Group 

so far during Melrose ownership

▪ Along with better investment returns, the remaining required contributions to make the GKN UK schemes well funded has reduced from 

up to £1 billion at acquisition to c.£500 million

UK defined benefit schemes

30 June 2020

£m UK

Deficit at 31 December 2019 (420)

Deficit at 30 June 2020 (398)

Reduction in deficit 22
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Foreign exchange → forward looking

▪ Transactional FX hedges taken out to provide appropriate short and medium-term cover:

− Next 12 months: c.90% covered

− 12 to 24 months: c.65% covered

▪ Group debt drawn in UK, US and Euro currencies to protect leverage, based on a mix of approximately 60% USD, 20% EUR and 20% GBP

H1 2020 H1 2019 FY 2019

Exchange rates USD EUR USD EUR USD EUR

Average rates 1.26 1.14 1.29 1.15 1.28 1.14

Closing rates 1.24 1.10 1.27 1.12 1.33 1.18

Income Statement volatility – Translational impact

Impact on adjusted1 operating profit of a 10% strengthening2 of:

£m USD EUR CNY Other3

Movement in adjusted1 operating profit 43 6 7 5

% impact on adjusted1 operating profit 7% 1% 1% 1%

Balance Sheet volatility

Impact on debt of a 10% strengthening2 of: 

£m USD EUR

Increase in debt 210 87

1. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

2. 10% strengthening against all currencies

3. Assuming all other currencies strengthen against Sterling by 10% at the same time
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Banking facilities

£m

Facility 

size

At 30 

June 2020

Maturity 

date

Bonds

2022 5.375% unsecured bond 450 450 September 2022

2032 4.625% unsecured bond 300 300 May 2032

Cross-currency swaps (2022 bonds) 114

750 864

Bank debt1

3.5 year term loan 875 875 April 2024

5 year revolving credit facility 3,170 1,971 January 2023

Cross-currency swaps 23

4,045 2,869

Other facilities 5 5

Total facilities / Gross debt 4,800 3,738

Cash (339)

Net debt2 3,399

1. Bank debt is presented net of £25 million of unamortised arrangement fees and includes £23 million cross-currency swaps valuation at 30 June 2020. Headroom on the 

Group’s committed bank facility at 30 June 2020 was c.£1,175 million

2. Described in the glossary to the 2020 Interim Financial Statements, released on 3 September 2020

Interest

▪ Approximately 70% of interest exposure fixed 

on projected gross debt

▪ Significant committed facility headroom

▪ Effective average Income Statement interest 

rate of 3.8% on gross debt and cash rate of 

3.8%

▪ 2021 term loan amended to include, at 

Melrose’s option, the right to extend the 

maturity date to April 2024


